XXX	PSALMS   OF   THE   SISTERS
as  conscious, or potentially conscious, life, much as our
psychology has adopted the less indigenous word continuum.1
And accordingly, when these weeping mothers are reminded
that times without number have they stood wringing their
hands for the lost burden of sweetness unspeakable—ay,
even there, at Savatthi itself, even here, in that charnel-
field, even for a girlie called Jiva (' living,1 ' Viva') too,—
even for many Jlvas—why then, for them at least, whose
spiritual growth was just about to show the ripened fruit,
all the intolerable uniqueness of this last bereavement fell
away.    No more could they say, ' Behold and see if there
be any sorrow like unto my sorrow.' . . .  The little moment
of their bkava and of the child's bhava became merged into
the past eternity.     And the one thing needful rose up:
How to merge the future eternity into the moment:
1. . . 7iad better live no longer than one Day,
So she behold, within T/iat Day, That Path /'
Not without reason may the Western mind of to-morrow
object that this attitude too much resembles the hopeless
outlook of the slum-cottage mother of to-day. She will
remark of her dozen Jlvas: c Ah, well, you must have your
lot!' and also, * As I ought to know, having buried nine!'
To-morrow, it may be, living under physical conditions less
horrible than at present, and with some training of the
understanding, she will rise up and regulate both her * lot'
and let the lot live to bury her. Yet will one child here
and there be torn by death from her. And the uniqueness
will be the more intolerable then—or will she have heara of
Ubbirl?
Thus, anyway, did the Buddha and his elect Sisters seek
to comfort Bachel, administering no celestial balm, but
educing from the tottering, anguished soul its inner re-
sources, its latent self-reliance, its cramped faculty of
1 The fact that bliavanga in this sense occurs frequently in the
Commentaries, and, earlier still, in Milinda, and in Netti-Pakarana
(where a bodily and a mental continuum are distinguished, 91), but
no* in the Pitakas, is not wholly without chronological significance.

